Stable binding of Drosophila heat shock factor to head-to-head and tail-to-tail repeats of a conserved 5 bp recognition unit.
The minimal DNA sequence required for the formation of a stable complex with Drosophila heat shock factor (HSF) in vitro is an inverted repeat of a 5 bp recognition unit, -GAA-. Surprisingly, both permutations of this 5 bp unit, head-to-head and tail-to-tail, bind to HSF with similar affinity and with striking 2-fold symmetry. HSF also binds to longer arrays of inverted 5 bp units, and the size of the HSF footprint increases with the addition of each 5 bp unit to these arrays. However, the electrophoretic mobility of the HSF-DNA complexes decreases most distinctly with the addition of every three 5 bp units. Cross-linking of purified HSF in the absence of DNA generates complexes with the sizes expected of HSF trimers. We propose that trimers of HSF bind to DNA and that the number of HSF subunits in direct contact with DNA is determined by the number of correctly positioned 5 bp recognition units.